**Intergroup Psychological Interventions – Schedule (draft 6/26/16)**

**Thursday, July 7th**

8:00-8:45  Breakfast (at the conference)

8:45-9:00  Opening comments: Eran Halperin

**Segment 1 - Targeting Cognitive Mechanisms**

9:00-10:30  **Part 1.A – The power of wide-scale interventions** (Discussants – Geoff Cohen and Greg Walton)

David Yeager (UT): *Generalizable Psychological Intervention*

Boaz Hameiri (IDC, Tel-Aviv U): *Moderation in Times of Ongoing Violence through Paradoxical Thinking Intervention: A Field Experiment in a Rightwing and Religious City in Israel*

Flash grad talk: Erika Weisz (Stanford): *Building Empathy through Psychological Intervention*

Damon Centola (UPenn): *Spontaneous Emergence of Social Coordination and Intergroup Conflict: An Experimental Study of Cultural Evolution*

10:30-10:45  Break


Mina Cikara (Harvard): *Intergroup Empathy*

Jay Van-Bavel (NYU): *Perceiving the World through Group-Colored Glasses: A Perceptual Model of Intergroup Relations*

Flash grad talk: Craig Williams (Stanford): *Facial Expressions Track Brain Regions Associated with Affective Salience and Theory of Mind: A Combined fMRI and Electromyography (EMG) Study*

Emile Bruneau (UPenn): *Putting Neuroscience to Work for Peace*

12:15-1:30  Lunch (at the conference)

**Segment 2 – Targeting Emotional Mechanisms**

1:30-3:00  **Part 2.A - Changing intergroup emotions in real-life contexts** (Discussant – Eran Halperin)

Ruthie Pliskin (IDC, Tel-Aviv U): *Emotions and Emotion Regulation in Intractable Conflict: Studying Emotional Processes within a Unique Context*

Eliot Smith (Indiana U): *Changing Group Emotion Norms*

Michael Wohl (Carleton U): *The (Messy) Relationship between Collective Apologies and Reconciliation*

Tessa West (NYU): *The Interplay between Respondent and Partner Anxiety in Cross Race Interactions*

3:00-3:30  Break and refreshments

3:30-5:00  **Part 2.B – The role of motivation in intergroup emotional processes** (Discussant – James Gross)

Kevin Ochsner (Columbia): *From the Self to the Social Regulation of Emotion*

Amit Goldenberg (Stanford): *Emotion Contagion: A Motivated Account*

Martijn van Zomeren (Groningen): *Hoping (for Social Change) Through Coping (with Collective Disadvantage)*

5:00-7:00  Dinner (at the conference)
Friday, July 8th

8:00-9:00  Breakfast (at the conference)

**Segment 3 - Digging Deep Into Intractable Conflicts**

9:00-10:30  **Part 3.A – Changing perceptions of group malleability in intergroup-conflicts** (Discussant – Carol Dweck)

Eran Halperin (IDC): *Indirect Intervention in Intractable Conflicts: The long Term Effects of Changing Perception of Group Malleability*

Amit Goldenberg (Stanford) & Kineret Endevelt (IDC): *Making Intergroup Contact More Fruitful: Enhancing Cooperation between Palestinian and Jewish Israeli Adolescents by Fostering Beliefs about Group Malleability*

Smadar Cohen-Chen (Kellogg): *Beyond malleability beliefs: Extending implicit theories about groups*

Flash grad talk: Shira Kudish (IDC, Hebrew U): *The moderating role of implicit theories on the effect of uniqueness perceptions in conflict*

Rikki Nouri (Penn State): *Malleability Beliefs Increase Creativity in Negotiations*

10:30-10:45  Break


Dave Sherman (UCSB): *Intergroup Conflict and Barriers to Common Ground: A Self-Affirmation Perspective*

Michal Reifen (IDC): *Are We Intervening Too Late? Sociopolitical Orientations in Early Childhood*

Flash grad talk: Aharon Levy (IDC, Groningen): *The Missing Link: Gateway Communities and Intergroup Conflict Resolution*

Johanna Vollhardt (Clark): *The Case for Using Mixed Methods to Evaluate Interventions in Complex Settings: Examples from a Radio Reconciliation Program in the Democratic Republic of Congo*

12:15-1:45  Working Lunch – Thinking groups about future themes (at the conference)

1:45-2:00  Closing comments – Eran Halperin